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C O R P O R A T E  P A R T I C I P A N T S

John Stauch Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

P R E S E N T A T I O N

Unidentified Participant

(audio in progress) -- CFO of Pentair. John, thrilled to have you. Thank you for substituting for Randy who I know had, what, three board meetings
going at the same time?

Appreciate you hopping over from Europe. That was a big ask and glad to have you here.

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Direct into Tampa, no problem. All right, well thank you for having me.

I'm going to go through the slides relatively quickly and get to questions. There are a couple of slides I wanted to give you which is why you have
them in front of you, which I think helps with sharing kind of how we're looking at the Company, some of the transparency and just giving you an
overview of generally what is important to us at the moment.

There's a few slides I do want to focus on. I will go through those relatively quickly so we leave plenty of time for Q&A.

So the messages I want to deliver today, first of all, is we continue to expect to deliver the $5.00 of EPS that we promised when we put the Flow
Control merger together. We do feel really good about how we are doing around productivity in our synergies and how they are solidifying into
those results and giving us a more sustained view of what those are going to look like on 2016, 2017 and beyond.

I do want to talk about the fact that we do recognize that growth is important and the top-line growth has to become a consistent deliverable for
Pentair for us to continue to drive the value that we think we can as far as what the shareowners predict our stock can do the future. And we are
very optimistic about this not being just a 2015 story but also a story that is going to continue well beyond 2016 in 2017.

Real quickly, great diversity of businesses. We have an operating model. You guys can read through it.

We are still committed to the goals that we set out when we did the merger announcement. And what I did is, obviously we are confirming Q2
guidance today, also full-year guidance, nothing has been changed since our Q1 earnings report. But I did want to share with you in the bottom
left-hand just so everybody had it because we seemed to introduce this Australian pipe water transport challenge in Q2 that I just want to share
with you both what that impact is for Q2 so you can see what the core is doing and also share with you what it is for the full year so you can also
model that as appropriate.

So here's a few slides that I wanted to spend some time on which is stepping back and looking at what we got in 2012 as a pro forma company
from what came from Tyco Flow Control and what came from Pentair. And the way that we have been looking at this portfolio, driving the synergies
and just to remind everybody those synergies were expected to be $230 million.

I think everybody knew we would overdrive those. Today we are definitely in the high $200 million if not over $300 million in synergies that we
expect from the deal. And a couple of the wildcards were what would this water transport business in Australia be?

When we acquired and put the Company together we had a forecast in that business that took it out to closely $800 million or $900 million by
2015. Historical averages were around $750 million is what it produced in 2010, about $550 million in 2012 and this year we are looking at that
business producing a little over $300 million.
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So it has been a huge headwind from one business in Australia. It's a pipe business, it is highly dependent on mining and China, there has not been
any projects and we are continually working through that challenge.

It is the impact it had in 2012 and then you can also see 2012 to 2013 and 2013 to 2014. If you exclude that, and I call that the big but theory, if it
weren't for that but, and internally we don't allow our teams to get away with trying to take things out of the prior-year results. We do get paid on
them so I have to hold myself to that same standard to you, but our core is growing around 5% and this is even including the foreign exchange
that we are absorbing within that structure.

On the far right I have given to you what the segment growth was in 2013, what our 2014 forecast is for operating segments and then also what
we expect the 2015 target to be based upon. So you see overall not so bad.

When you take a look at the way we have been delivering the operating income we are also focused on the three components of how are we doing
on the core and the synergies. And we look at that as how sustainable is the operating income growth on a day-to-day basis without the benefit
of the repositioning.

We have thrown in the Lean savings and also the sourcing savings into that core because it's very difficult for me to score keep that with an exact
science of what is a synergy and what is in the day-to-day shop floor being realized in the core operating performance. And you can see the benefit
that we have had from repositioning.

So far to date we have taken over $200 million of charges. We are returning about $210 million of an annualized savings to 2015 and beyond from
those actions.

And then on the earnings per share, same thing. A good solid mix of contribution from what the base and core is delivering, what we are getting
from the repositioning, which obviously ends at 2015. And then our shares and taxes as far as our Irish domicile organization structure as of yesterday.

And it has been a Swiss base, so we do benefit from a really nice tax structure that we have to use going forward and the benefit of that lower tax
rate into the results of 2014, 2015, to 2016. And then taking a look at what we think we can do beyond with just an annual share purchase program
and also using the balance sheet.

So, just to stop for a second to say we believe we have demonstrated our ability to operate at least in the factory level. That is clearly because we
have applied for the last 13 or 14 years the core disciplines of Lean.

Lean is a process we run across our 114 factories. And what makes our operating process so good is it is down to the cell level to the operator who
is accountable for the results and we drive the performance at that level in the organization.

If you think about growth, growth is similar in the sense that about four years ago we started applying it as a PIMS tool. So what are the tools that
we can bring into the growth process and I just wanted to share with you what that looks like a little bit.

Before I do that I have also given just for your reading, we run basically 20 key product technology platforms underneath the four reporting
segments. And you can see them, and I have listed for them by segment. And these product technologies are our fighting teams, or our teams that
are set up with sales, marketing and certainly R&D and project management and they go to market in those particular capabilities and skills.

Here's how PIMS looks for us. Pretty similar to the Danaher business system, it has worked for them, we adopted it. We have made it our own and
for the last 14 years been evolving it.

And you can see over the last few years we have added those growth disciplines from the far right. And that's where we are spending most of our
time now as most of everything related to the operating plant floor is ingrained and is part of the DNA. It is not that way for growth.
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So here is our growth process. We look at these 20 platforms and we've only been doing this for about -- I would say we have had the 20-platform
structure for about six months.

I have shared with many of you that I looked at the old-growth discipline in Pentair, and I would say this applied to Tyco Flow, a little bit like to use
a horse racing terms, you bet on all of the horses and when one wins you feel really good about it, and you high five. And then you look at your
return on capital and it reflected the fact that you bet on all 20 horses.

We have to have a process that identifies where the growth opportunities are, how we're going to invest in those opportunities ahead of time and
then focus on taking away from the businesses that don't have the same capability to grow or the same opportunity to grow and shifting those
resources into faster growth areas. So to do that you have to look at those 20 platforms, identify the strategy and then, just like Lean, you have to
think of where they are in a current state, what could their future state be and then how are you going to work that transformation plan and hold
the teams accountable.

It comes down to technology, market, core. And as you can see we define the growth every year based upon what is happening in external factors
and then what we can do differently around the differentiated piece. And how do we look at funnels, just like a productivity funnel, what is my
growth funnel?

The richer the funnel usually the better the opportunities. But then you also have to go in the funnel and see if they're real ideas or just PowerPoint
ideas.

We have a process around sales excellence and how we measure and look at the jobs. It shouldn't surprise you that most companies fall in the trap
of underresourcing startup opportunities and then overresourcing those areas in their business where growth has come and gone and the product
line's immature. And you usually have too many salespeople at that stage and then not enough of the new product technology or the services
solution offerings that you have as a company.

So here's our capital allocation philosophy. It has not changed. I am sure I will get some questions on this so I will wait until we get to the Q&A to
tell you how we are thinking about it today.

And then I just wanted to share with you, and I want to make sure that this is out there that this doesn't stop in 2015 just because we are committed
to $5.00. I think we are looking at $5.00 as a committed number, a number we put out there when we put the Flow Control merger together, but
we are also looking at how we are building this portfolio to continue to add value and perform at the higher end of the industrial peer group 2016,
2017 and beyond.

So, in summary, leaving plenty of time for Q&A, I hope, that we continue to expect to deliver the $5.00, we feel good about productivity. We want
to make sure that sustained and predictable growth is what our outcome is, not just a process. And we are very optimistic about what we can do
in 2016 and beyond.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Unidentified Participant

Great, John. Thanks for leaving so much time for Q&A. I appreciate it.

Let me just start with backing you up, though, to the 2015 slide. The 5% -- post-2015. I don't think I've seen that before.

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

It's all shaded so you can't tell what it is.
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Unidentified Participant

Well, I can see 5%-plus. Is that organic, or acquisitive, or what?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Yes, that would be organic. This would all be done -- viewed as primarily the organic contribution, yes.

Unidentified Audience Member

John, couple of questions. The first one, it came out of the first-quarter earnings call that you talked about wanting to inject more precision in
forecasting on the flow business in terms of quarter to quarter, and we recognize a short-cycle business. But maybe you've had now a little more
time to dig into that and if you could share with us what you expect to come out of that, what kind of discipline may not been applied to those
businesses and what sort of forecasting precision improvements might we expect? And I have a follow-up.

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

You have got a follow-up, too? Should I do a filibuster?

I am personally embarrassed by our inability to have missed, or the fact that we missed two valves forecasts so bad. Both somewhat are issues in
the sense that their Q4 numbers rolled off, they were forecasting closer to the 15% growth. They delivered 13% organic growth in Q4 if you exclude
that Shaw Gas program that took it to 19%.

When they rolled up that forecast I clearly looked at the fact they hadn't grown in Q3 and said I don't believe it. We hedged it down. They delivered
to it.

Q1 they had given us a lower number that we shared with the street. Again coming off such a strong quarter why would we see such a soft start
to Q1 and then actually turn out to be a little softer?

I think what we have learned through this whole thing is that take the fiscal yearend change of valves out. It used to be a September yearend. The
capital cycles move through a year in a pretty normal pace.

Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, all those quarters seeing a book and ship that starts to increase throughout the year as maintenance budgets and maintenance
schedules start to get known and the backlog business is really predictable. We have a backlog. We know what the timing of those backlog is.

You might miss a few shipments but it's not the big movement. The big movement and where we spend a lot of time now is understanding what
the book and ship should be and we are predicting that book and ship now more consistent with a daily shipping basis.

And I feel like the better way to look at Valves & Controls throughout this year is sequentially and not year-over-year. At least that is what I have
learned from the mistakes.

If you look at the shipping days in the quarter you take a look at kind of how that the backlogs and the front logs are looking, I think the more
predictable pattern will be to take a look at the sequentially. And then we will be in a better year-over-year comparison period as we head into
next year. I think the change fiscal yearend really distorted the numbers in the prior year.
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Unidentified Audience Member

Okay, so we'll keep an eye on that. And then the follow-up question, I'm glad you left this slide up here, I remember when you first gave -- when
the deal was originally announced you talked about the $5.00 number and people just looked at that and there was a lot of skepticism.

It was considered aspirational. And then as you inched closer to the date it said okay, and it was when I started getting questions about, okay, yes,
but what about 2016?

And the $5.00 number is basically now within your reach and we can start talking realistically about what happens beyond. So you zipped through
that slide. If you started to just highlight a couple of your higher growth opportunities that start to become more meaningful in 2016.

And I think people would be interested how much of that might be within your core water business or also on the Food & Beverage side. Does it
need to be M&A or is this going to come from core growth?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Well, I think we are going to be measured as a management team on the core side and acquisitions will always be thought of as incremental. They
are a great value contributor especially today.

One of the things that you have probably heard over the past couple of days is that cash is relatively abundant right now and borrowing rates are
relatively cheap and it would be hard to not make M&A be positive. We do look at M&A both as an EPS contribution but we also look at return on
invested capital.

And so we look at the full goodwill and the full investment base. And that's the way we are compensated on it. Now one day if I get to 30% of sales
of cash flow maybe we will come up with a different way to look at it.

But I mean that is the way we look at it. So the cost of the debt helps as far as an EPS perspective but you still have to look at these relative multiples
of companies versus the relative multiple of your stock and which store are you more comfortable in.

And so I think it all starts with having platforms that have core organic growth. And the way we look at our investment thesis now over the last at
least 18 months is something is not growing organically and it doesn't have a good command of its market and it doesn't understand how it goes
to market, how its brands, how its solutions are offered, why would it be able to put an M&A in to change its course.

I think if you look back in Pentair's history some of our M&A was more related to technologies we didn't own or have. And I think that's a dangerous
M&A strategy to build the returns on investment capital on.

So as we look at these platforms there's obviously favorites, things like Aquatics, things like Water Services, Equipment Protection, Thermal
Management, businesses with good scale, huge solutions offerings. And we have not put the appropriate M&A in those businesses over the last
several years. And I think they're going to get their unfair share of that now because we have the visibility to their contribution of portfolio and
how they continue to grow the organic growth.

Unidentified Audience Member

John, in the last, I don't know, probably 40 years the municipal water business has never gone down two years in a row. It has now gone down four
years in a row.

There are a lot of reasons to believe that that business should come back. I'd like to get your feeling on where you think you stand now, please.
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John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Well, municipal has definitely seen a break in ship bounce. If you looked at our municipal business, and it is not a huge piece of our portfolio, but
clearly we are up mid single digits in Q1.

Water for us overall, both with the residential tailwind and the muni recovery cliff, has been very helpful to our growth rates. What has been down
for the last three or four years that I think has been more of a surprise is the Energy contribution.

And I think that is because we've got a lot of changing views on what Energy is going to be and how that is going to be solved. But right now I
would say municipal water is at least at the break and fix level.

Not a lot of large projects out there and I don't expect large projects to emerge. But I do think we are at least growing again, at least from a Pentair
perspective.

Unidentified Audience Member

Can you just touch, when you talk about the Energy side, would you just elaborate on that last sentence?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Things like oil sands, when we closed this deal we were supposed to have and start, we had a PO to start shipping in September of 2012 on North
West Redwater, a large project in the oil sands. We're now getting POs again to ship in 2015.

So I would call that a significant three-year delay on investment. I would also say that there was a couple of other projects behind it.

We had Voyager in the backlog. That was canceled, Suncor canceled that one. And now there's another project up there called Fort Hills.

So I think we all have different theories on what's happening because oil prices have been relatively constant. I think the lack of inflation, or lack
of fear of companies having any form of inflation to push through the projects has caused most of these projects on global scales to be deferred
or delayed.

I also think that there is other technologies emerging and every single time it delays the corporation, the large corporation has to look at the
economic return of that investment they are making and I think every single year they are questioning it. I would like something to trigger it and
I think overall if people start to get fearful of inflation or rising interest rates I think we're going to start to see a lot of that break loose.

Unidentified Audience Member

So, we heard yesterday private equity has a lot of easy money to put to work. The Aussie water business, there's no real sign of rebound unless you
disagree, or really any strategic rocket within Pentair. Is there a reason to keep that?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Economic reasons. I think you take a look at anything as it sits today and I think your first view is, is it going to go up or down next year and what
is the impact going to be?

But we are sitting on an asset that if you go back again and historically take a look at the run rate business, we are $400 million below average,
$300 million below lower normalized rates and you keep asking yourself is next year going to be better? But it goes into Cliff's point, a lot of history
is being broken now as far as two years in a row down or three years in a row down.
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I think it's not an overall market that we are wed to but when the business picks up the contribution is fairly nice. And we have done a lot of
restructuring on it.

So I think our next decision will be what is the best economic impact for the Pentair shareowner and how do we derive that? We're still thinking
through that.

Unidentified Participant

I have an audience question. How much of your long-term organic growth target is finding new markets to sell your products into, or is there
enough growth in your existing market and exposure to deliver the growth?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

We think our number one opportunity is just simply new product share and penetration. And the way I would describe it is the business that is our
business case is our Aquatic Systems business, our pool business.

It grew double digits in a downturn in the market because it found a way to bring energy savings to a market, found a way to get 28 energy
companies to rebate its product, found a way to expand an offering to LED control platforms, solutions-based sales. We trained a sales force during
the entire downturn. We've got a very loyal external sales force back to Pentair and we have taken lots of share.

I think most of our products and content really fall in those categories of a lot of companies, and I'm probably going to get everybody off the road
map but they have already figured this out, they just haven't told you, everybody was focusing on fast growth. If you go back and take a look at
your core and what was in Western Europe and the United States, along the way if you weren't careful you lost a couple of points of share to some
small other providers.

I think the easiest form of growth is just going back and taking that back and making it easier for your customer to do business with you in the
core. I still think you've got to look at the fast growth regions as being the best long-term opportunities but it's going to be a very volatile market.
And so if it's getting an unfair share of your investment today you are going to see more volatility and I think you have got to protect the core.

Unidentified Participant

John, how much exposure do you guys quantify to downstream opportunity that people are talking about specifically over the next few years?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Well, I think you've got to break that out. I think we look at our downstream exposure being somewhere around 25%, 30%. We always say one-third.

Unidentified Company Representative

Of Energy.

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Of Energy, yes, which would then be 30%. So that would be the exposure. I do think it's customer-by-customer dependent and I think it's
technology-by-technology dependent.
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Unidentified Participant

John, I will take another one here. In terms of the Valves & Controls, right --

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Great business by the way. I hope everybody knows that.

It is still the reason we bought it and we are still excited we have it. We're going to figure this forecasting thing out pretty quickly, I know that.

Unidentified Participant

Well, that's actually the question. There was a roll up a ton of things.

Tyco told us they were fixing it for 10 years and it is still in the state it's in. Is there something about the way that was put together in the first place
and the gazillion pieces and parts to it that is just going to make it tough to get it to deliver reliable results, at least on a quarterly basis?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

So the way it was put together, yes. It was a series of acquisitions that were never integrated. So they ran, they have 40 factories, they have 28 ERPs,
they have 85 sales and distribution centers and all of those are independent entities on the way that they sell.

So if you can imagine there is a lot of internal challenges that they have to work out. And there is also the fair degree of when you get an order,
how many times did you count that order when it's in the front log? When it's in the backlog I'm confident it's real.

But as you are chasing orders in both the front log and the quote log you can have multiple regions chasing the same order. Exxon, Shell, whatever
that customer is.

So I do think a lot of that was some of the confusion as it came into Pentair. I think we fixed all that. And we are committed to this OMT project that
we are investing to get to a one way to run the business.

And although that is in ERP project in the end state with a nice tax benefit all of the front end processes have now been reworked. So we can at
least put those into some form of an Excel or CRM or some other software program to manage in the interim, so I feel like we have come a long
way.

I think the scariest element is the fact that we have 2,300 sales people, both inside and external, and independent reps all selling the entire suite
of $2.5 billion of products and services. And we are trying to attach that back to a platform, or specific product technology solution and we are
trying to be very very careful about that. If that makes any sense?

It's a very high cost to serve, configure to order, quotes, how long the lead times are for the products and are the salespeople always selling the
most optimal product they should be selling. But when you've got a one-size-fits-all sales model like that, you've got to be very cautious in how
you are going to unwind it and reattach it. So that's really where the challenges are.

Unidentified Participant

These salespeople got used to a certain way of behaving over a long period of time. And is it possible to make this cultural shift to what you guys
are trying to implement, or is that more of a problem than you thought?
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John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

I think it goes back into what we talked about, the selling process. And we are actually using other sources to help us with this too because you've
got to break the selling process into a standard eight-step model.

Job design might be different than we need and when you change job design your people capability might not change with it. Randy has been
saying this internally for some period of time, legacy Pentair we always chase singles, we didn't have a lot of home runs because we were a
distribution based dealer.

When you are selling direct you're used to only large projects. And if you get compensated on orders in the past your time is spent on larger ones
just like acquisitions take the same amount of time to do a midstream acquisition as a big one.

So you've got to rework that sales force mindset into optimizing the margin delivered and sometimes that is more on the installed base. We are
talking about valves that have been in play for anywhere from 75 to 100 years. The installed base here has got to be 90% of the market.

Every time you ask them though they think of it more as 40% of the market because the easy ideas are in that greenfield space. So I think if I said
how far along are we, if we use a baseball analogy, we are probably in the second inning. But we look at that as opportunity because we are doing
everything we can not to rock the boat there.

Unidentified Participant

Just to build on Shannon's question there, one of the debates is around the degree to which what you bought was commoditized product in Valve
& Controls versus highly engineered differentiated stuff and that that part of your, of a less of an ability to maybe control pricing and growth in all
of that. Could you maybe hit that on the head and your thoughts?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Yes, we call it standard versus commodity, but I hear you. There's a fair amount. When you look at that product grouping lineup, I would say the
Gate, Globe & Check would fall more into what we would call standard product.

Just to share with you on standard margin product, on Gate, Globe, & Check, our gross margins are close to 46%, 47%. It is a very, very heavy installed
base and I don't think it gets served in that installed base the way it should. And I think that's where some of the cherry picking can happen on the
share take because there is a capability for knock-off products there.

So I think it's application-specific. Clearly in Oil & Gas we don't worry too much because we are specked in and there is a higher level of spec. But
when you get into municipal nitrous slurry, gate-type of technology, yes, if you are not there with a new solution someone can come in at a lower
price point and take you out.

Unidentified Participant

Does packaging or bundling make a difference, or what allows you to maintain those margins under a lower --

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Yes, I think you sell a solution of making sure that you are solving more than one problem and you also bring the service element into it. And we
do have a service offering.
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Unidentified Participant

And the other thing was, you put the capital allocations slide up and you said you would get to it in Q&A but I don't know, we've only gotten into
a little bit of it. So maybe if --

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Almost done.

Unidentified Participant

We have time. So, maybe just get into --

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Here's the capital allocation view. Dividends are important to us, I can answer that right away. We have done 37 straight years, it will be 38 straight
years of raising our dividend.

It was important to our founder, it's important to our Board. I know it's important to many shareowners and I think that will absolutely continue.
That's an easy one to say.

Right now as you guys know if you go out and talk about the benefits of share buyback versus acquisition I won't guess at the percentage, and it's
kind of like your survey, everybody's wondering. But there is a lot of models that would suggest that sustained buybacks over long periods of time
drive a lot of value and companies that do M&A really well can drive a lot of value.

And so I think where we are going to sell out in Pentair is it's got to be a blend. I think it's got to be the right acquisitions at the right time and the
right technologies and markets with the right CAD ability to integrate them into a standard way.

And I don't think that was ever the filter in the past. It might have been what was available, or what was in style. And I think if you stay disciplined
to that type of track record you can produce a lot of value in the M&A side.

And I think it's not hard to argue that continuing to invest in your own stock in buying back stock over periods of time, if you fundamentally believe
in your commitments is a pretty wise investment. Even if you get to a high multiple rate.

Unidentified Audience Member

John, a follow-up on the integration. Sale synergies were never a big part of the economics of this deal but we would be interested in hearing some
data points in terms of where might be 1 plus 1 equals a bit more than 2, go-to-market strategy with pumps and valves.

We have seen Flowserve do a little bit of that but it's kind of untested about the bundling of these two product lines. But in either in terms of sales,
solutions, skidded systems, where and how have some sales synergies manifested in the deal so far?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

I made a promise to someone in the room that I would not be defensive about sales growth. It's hard for me to be offensive on this one and tell
you have got a lot of sales synergies if my organic growth doesn't show it.
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But where we have seen the biggest amount of synergy has really been in the fast growth regions where we went in and put Pentair offices in
place across all the regions. Most of this product platform work that you are seeing today was putting our marketing and branding together for
the fast growth regions.

And for the Middle East for instance, introducing all of our filtration technology to the big players over there, primarily those that are in the
government offices buying other products and services and building Pentair up in a much bigger broader way so that they can work with a company
with a series of solutions. A lot of overlap between Thermal and Equipment Protection, which is why we ended up putting those businesses together
running them. And we are getting a lot of opportunities in the Energy space where we didn't have a lot of the product offering out of Equipment
Protection even though we had all of the right products.

And then across the Filtration businesses we also put those businesses together and we are seeing a lot of overlap between beverage and food
service. So our beer, beverage, food service and companies like Coke and Pepsi in the larger scale, also the breweries and being able to bring our
technologies through. And then also with the ability to bring that water purification commercial aspect into those customers as well.

So a lot more synergies than I probably would have anticipated when we started it. And most importantly a better cultural commitment to a Pentair
sales force and a Pentair capability.

And as you guys know that is really the separating factor sometimes. And I would tell anybody our culture around operations and sourcing is top
notch.

I have worked in a lot of great companies. Our culture on the shop floor of someone waking up and saying I have to give you 5% productivity, that's
just the way they go to work. In the sales organization we have got to shift the culture a little bit from negotiating their sales plan to realizing they
are the single most important line item on the entire income statement and how do you get up each morning thinking about what world-class is.

And I think we are making progress and I think we are going to get there. I'm really excited about the (technical difficulties) capability when it
comes.

Unidentified Participant

Remember, you can email me your questions to our team. In the meantime I want to hit you with a tax and a restructuring question.

On the tax side know your approach, expecting to approach 20%, which is certainly a great deal of improvement. But there are Irish domiciles now
named out there that are certainly mid-teens or below. What is it about your structure that prevents you from getting there or getting there faster?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

God, did Randy email you that one? Randy sits on the Covidien and Board and he constantly reminds me and my tax team of how dismal our tax
rate is compared to the peer group. But it is this simple.

If you were a US structure at one particular point in time and you go through a merger like we did you still have to think about that US profit still
being US profit. And the only way you can really move it is to benefit from NOLs that you had, which as a company we didn't have these large NOLs
that a lot of companies had from environmental, or asbestos, or pension issues.

And so for the most part we are stuck with the US income in areas like pool, which is a very high profit business and Equipment Protection, which
is very high profit. We can leverage debt on that but that debt is not scalable, meaning you can do it every three or four years to a particular forecast
standard. And then it starts to become negative headwind every single year.
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But clearly we are looking at that 20% as a target and getting closer to the high teens like our peer group is the long-term goal. And I think the
more acquisitions we bring into the equation we are going to benefit from that because every single one of those acquisitions goes directly into
that Irish tax structure versus the way that this merger came together. Does that make sense?

Unidentified Participant

No, it does. And have you maxed out your intellectual property mobility?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

No, not at all. As a matter of fact one of the efforts that Todd Gleason in growth has been leading for is this is the problem when you have 180
brands you put your licensing value in 180 brands.

And we have gotten rid of a lot of those brands and moved more of that brand equity power up to Pentair. And if you get more of that equity
power to Pentair then you get more of that licensing value of Pentair through those structures as you mentioned. That's a huge powerful benefit
from that.

Unidentified Participant

Okay, and then on restructuring, so this has been, Valves & Controls has been a massive work in process. You are going through it, you have given
us restructuring numbers along the way.

But every time I see a plant or, we talk about it it just sounds like there's more restructuring activity opportunity. Are you pacing that in a way to --
how are you balancing your spend on that versus earnings growth and could it go faster?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Yes, I think, first of all I am pretty sure we will get away from pulling restructuring out and putting it to adjusted sometime tail end of this year. And
making sure that we get to a more of a self-funded restructuring with the businesses planning for it every single year and doing it.

The reason we pace the restructuring, and Cliff probably knows this very well, you want to have a go-to plant before you move your stuff. And our
quick assessment of Valves & Controls was that we didn't see a best-in-class plant to actually move product to.

And so we have put these focused factories in place. We are accelerating Lean in those particular factories. We are freeing up the floorspace but
making sure that that Lean mindset and the DNA is in those factories from a standard work perspective to receive it.

If you walk through the Valves & Controls plants like many pump plants, it's almost like a job Shop. It's an art versus science.

Most of the work has been turning all of the day-to-day work into standard work so that these individuals have a standard way of doing it which
then can be lifted and moved. So I think you will see some small plant closures.

We have done actually a couple of small ones. But you will see them start to ramp up a little bit more as we head into 2015, 2016, 2017 and beyond.

Unidentified Participant

I guess I am going to then ask, without any more questions, one last one just around organic growth again just to keep you for one more second,
which is as you are looking at the pace, and you have talked us through this a little bit, even just this year and next and you are listening to some
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of these other speakers, what is your conviction level in what is really a hoped-for acceleration at this point that we are all sitting here trying to
make sense of, John?

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Well, I did what you thought I would do, I read all of the recaps. I felt like I was here.

I do think there's a reason that you are hearing more, I wouldn't call it cautious tone. I think from the corporate or business side I really do think we
thought this would be a slow growth environment in 2014. I think many of the indicators were that we were going to ramp throughout the year.

We were going to see markets like Europe continue to be sluggish. Markets like China even if they came back was hard to fathom because you
weren't seeing the pull on the commodity side. We have all of those windows into what is going on and inflation, as we said, our sourcing contract's
in play.

I think personally from a Pentair's standpoint it is playing out the way we thought, which is slower economic growth and sequentially getting
better. I think the things that we are hoping for are servicing. I do believe we are going to have some decent contributions from some oil sands
projects in 2015 revenue.

I do think we have seen front log which is what everybody is talking about, which is just quoting activity or ideas. We look at that a quote log and
the difference between quote log and front log is is there a specific date on a quote and do I know what day I have to respond by and do I feel like
that project is going to be given and when it is given, what is the date?

That is a more meaningful statistic than a bunch of people adding some ideas into a CRM funnel just so we don't fire them or feel like we've got
too many people in that process. So the quote logs have really started to accelerate and you are seeing that I think in the form of orders growth
and what will be backlog. I just heard earlier we are seeing the same things from the standpoint that first part of 2015 is turning out to be relatively
good.

I think we are hoping that the maintenance cycle continues at least at this pace so you see that continued book and ship business. And capital
spending, I don't know why it hasn't accelerated because for a couple of years now many of us have been able to buy all the capital we want almost
for free.

The IRRs are just unbelievable returns. We are investing in a lot of robotics. We are investing in a lot of automation.

Where we can take high-margin products like Food Service and make that a repetitive process and put that in the market that we need to put in.
So I think there's going, I don't know what everybody else is doing but we are taking advantage of the fact that you can get some really nice IRR
from capital investment within your cycles.

So I think we are seeing the year play out the way we thought and I think we are relatively encouraged on what is heading into 2015. Now I did
read that from what I heard. I can never equate what is going on in the business world with what is going on in the markets because that's where
you guys live.

Unidentified Participant

John, thank you very much.

John Stauch - Pentair Ltd. - EVP & CFO

Thank you.
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